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HUSQVARNA RIDER 214 TC 
LIMITED EDITION
We are celebrating more than half a million Riders sold with 
this Limited Edition, combining a highly efficient engine with an 
extremely attractive price. The 214TC edition offers all the true 
characteristics of the Rider, making it exceptionally powerful 
and versatile. Enjoy the ride! 

Combi deck 94 cm,  
Briggs & Stratton, Intek V-Twin 12,8 kW, Automatic Transmission (Hydrostatic) 

HUSQVARNA RIDER 213c
Efficient Rider with 94 cm Combi cutting deck, offering first-class BioClip® and rear 
ejection cutting. Suitable for home- and landowners who require high efficiency, 
ease of use, superior manoeuvrability and a truly enjoyable ride. 

Briggs & Stratton Intek 6.7kw, Automatic Transmission (Hydrostatic) 

*Price quoted includes 94cm deck 

HUSQVARNA RIDER 318
Navigates around flowerbeds, bushes and trees. Handles tight spaces and offers 
excellent traction even in slopes and wet conditions. Front-mounted cutting deck 
gives an excellent overview. Easy to use, responsive and intuitive, thanks to a 
number of advanced features.

Briggs & Stratton Endurance 4175, 9.6kw, Automatic Transmission (Hydrostatic) 

*Price quoted includes 103cm deck. Optional decks available

LAWN MOWING HAS  
NEVER BEEN SO INSPIRING 
Husqvarna Riders reach places you never thought possible, helping you work in 
narrow spaces, on steep slopes and across all types of terrain. But you’ll find there’s 
more to a Husqvarna Rider than just that. Our range of machines are specifically 
designed to offer different working solutions for different needs.

€ 4,299.99

€ 3,999.99 € 5,299.99

Free SpaciousTrailer made of sturdy steel 
with tippable lift worth €299.99 with every 

Husqvarna Rider sold in March/April - While 
stocks last, enquire in-store for more details

Briggs & Stratton V-Twin 
Intek Engine Inside 

12.8kw @ 3,100rpm

** Horsepower is not an accurate means of representing power outage of the 
engine. This figure is only used to help explain engine size. 

FREE
TRAILER 

WORTH 
€299.99

TRADE IN’S 
CONSIDERED

Bring Your Old Machine for a 
Free Quotation

ALL
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HUSQVARNA RIDER 316T
With a powerful V-twin engine and a choice of cutting decks, BioClip (mulching) and 
rear ejection, these are hugely capable, flexible Riders. Suitable for landowners who 
demand superior efficiency, manoeuvrability and perfect results all year round.

Kawasaki FS Series V-Twin 9.6kw, Automatic Transmission (Hydrostatic) 

*Price quoted includes 103cm deck. Optional decks available.

HUSQVARNA RIDER 418Ts AWD
High performance and compact All-Wheel-Drive Rider for convenient handling of 
large, tight and hilly areas. Equipped with features like power steering, hydraulic tool 
lift, headlights and quick tool connection for hassle-free and efficient tool changes. 
Can be fitted with a flail mower, broom, snow thrower, snow blade and more. An 
excellent choice for private estate owners,

Kawasaki FS Series V-Twin 10.6kw, Hydrostatic AWD.

*Price quoted includes 112cm deck. Optional decks available. 

Pedal-operated hydrostatic transmission

Easy-access controls

Easy-access service points

Comfort high-back seat

A clean cutting deck always gives optimal 
cutting results. The cutting deck is easily 
tilted up into service position, which 
makes it easy to clean and service.

The 300- and 400-series 
Riders are equipped with an 

attachment frame for easy 
shifting between cutting deck 

and front-mounted tools such as 
flail mower, broom, snow thrower 

and snow blade

HUSQVARNA RIDER 316T AWD
Powerful and versatile Rider with twin-cylinder engine and 
All-Wheel-Drive. Optional 94, 103 or 112 cm Combi cutting 
decks, offering first-class BioClip® and rear ejection cutting. 
Suitable for landowners who demand superior efficiency, 
manoeuvrability and perfect results all year round.

Combi deck 103 cm,  
Engine Kawasaki FS Series 9,6 kW € 7,699 .99

€ 6,499 .99 € 10,249.99

NO NEED TO COLLECT
NO PILES OF GRASS CLIPPING ON THE LAWN
WORKS AS FERTILIZER FOR YOUR LAWN

All Special Offers valid while stocks last - Terms & conditions apply - Offer dates may vary



TRADE IN’S 
CONSIDERED

Bring Your Old Machine for a 
Free Quotation

OUR TRACTORS ARE BUILT  
TO HELP YOU ALL YEAR 
ROUND 
A wide range of attachments and choice of several cutting methods give our garden 
tractors excellent versatility. Ideal for efficient lawn care and various tasks around your 
land. Choose between three different cutting systems for lawn care then fit a trailer, 
spreader, snow thrower and more for greater versatility.

HUSQVARNA 100 SERIES 
MEDIUM / LARGE GARDENS - SIDE EJECTION

Garden tractor with side ejection, smart design and ergonomics. Equipped with a 
Powerful Briggs & Stratton engine. A comfortable and reliable tractor with 
Automatic/Manual transmission. Can be complimented with a collector and BioClip® 
cover.

TS38 - €2,199 B&S,  8.6kw, Manual, Side Ejection, Cutting width 97 cm / 38”
TS138 - €2,499 B&S,  8.6kw, Automatic, Side Ejection, Cutting width 97 cm / 38”

HUSQVARNA 100-SERIES 
SMALL/MEDIUM GARDENS 

Compact-sized, efficient tractor with integrated collector, smart design and 
ergonomics. Has a powerful Husqvarna Series engine with choke less start. Easy to 
manoeuvre thanks to its compact format and pedal-operated  transmission. Can be 
fitted with a BioClip® plug.
TC130 - Briggs & Stratton,  6.3kw,  Automatic Transmission, Cutting width 77 cm / 30”

€ 2,199 .99 € 2,499 .99

HUSQVARNA 100 SERIES  
LARGE GARDENS / ESTATES

The TC 142 is a high-capacity tractor with 
integrated collection, equipped with a pow-
erful Husqvarna Series, twin cylinder engine, 
with choke less start. Efficient, integrated 
collection and conveniently emptied from 
the driver’s seat. Pedal-operated automatic 
transmission makes driving a pleasure.
 
TC 142 - €3,899 Briggs & Stratton, V-Twin 11,1 kW @ 
2600rpm, Cutting Deck 107cm / 42” 

€ 3,899.99

Free Tractor Battery Charger worth 
€129.99 with every 100-series 
Tractor Mower. While stocks last, 
enquire in-store for more details

FREE

Pivoting, heavy cast 
front axle ensures 
superior balance and 
driving comfort

Briggs & Stratton V-Twin, 
Husqvarna Series Engine. 

(11.1Kw at 2,600rpm)  Automatic Transmission as 
standard for extra ease of 
use. (Hydrostatic) 

Range of attachments.
A wide range of attachments adds more value 
to your tractor investment, making it truly 
versatile and useful all year round. Attach a 
trailer, spreader or a sweeping brush and get 
by the tasks with minimum effort.

FROM

ALL
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HUSQVARNA 100 SERIES
MEDIUM / LARGE GARDENS 

The tractor that offers excellent collection of grass 
clippings as well as leaves, giving tidy cutting results. 
The spacious, integrated collector is easily emptied 
from the driver’s seat. Equipped with a powerful 
Husqvarna Series engine with choke less start and 
pedal-operated hydrostatic transmission(TC38 
Manual) . BioClip® plug and deflector for rear ejection 
is available as an accessory.

TC38 - €2,799 B&S,  8.6kw, Manual, Cutting width 97 cm / 38”
TC138 - €3,199 B&S,  8.6kw, Automatic, Cutting width 97 cm / 38”

LARGE GARDENS / ESTATES 

High spec tractors designed for landowners who 
frequently need an efficient machine on really large 
areas all year round. It is a high-capacity tractor with 
integrated collection, built specially for demanding 
use and extensive areas. Equipped with a powerful 
Husqvarna Endurance Series, twin cylinder engine 
with choke less start. Automatic Transmission as 
standard (*High Speed Hydrostatic on TC342) 
  
TC338 - €3,999 Briggs & Stratton V-Twin, 11.1kw, 97cm/38”

TC342 - €4,799 Briggs & Stratton V-Twin, 13.8kw, 107cm/42”

Free Battery Charger worth 
€129.99 & tippable trailer 
worth €299.99 with every 
TC338/342 Tractor. While 

stocks last, enquire in-store 
for more details

& 

Electric blade engagement  
– simply pull the switch on the 
control panel

Cruise control allows the 
tractor to maintain consitent 
speed, even in rough terrain

Powerful and durable  
high-specification Briggs & 
Stratton V-Twin, Endurance 
Series Engines. (13.8kw on 
TC342 / 11.1kw on TC338) 

SmartSwitch - Push button 
Electric Start & Security PIN 

code. No key necessary

€ 3,999.99
FROM

*Model shown above is TC342, Armrests not standard on the TC338 model

€ 2,799 .99
FROM

Easy to get operating with automatic 
choke. Just turn the key and go. BEST 

SELLER

HUSQVARNA 300-SERIES

FREEBIES
WORTH

€429.99

All Special Offers valid while stocks last - Terms & conditions apply - Offer dates may vary - Trade In’s Considered 



NEW

LAWN MOWERS FOR 
DEMANDING LAWNS AND 
FREQUENT USERS 
All our lawn mowers are designed to give the highest performance and 
efficiency with thoughtful ergonomics solutions. They have high-spec 
and easy-starting engines as well as durable cutting decks, delivering 
first class cutting results every time. So no matter what Husqvarna 
model you choose, you can expect a mower that’s robust, reliable and 
one that delivers the results for a healthy well kept lawn.

HUSQVARNA LC247
High quality walk behind mower for easy, convenient, 
comfortable mowing and a perfect-looking lawn. Features 
ergonimic handle, grip and bail arms, easy adjust cutting 
height and dust blocker bag, as well as a corrosion-
resistant composite chassis.

LC247 - €374.99 Briggs & Stratton450e, 1.8kw, 47cm cut width 
LC247s - €419.99 Briggs & Stratton450e, 1.8kw, Self propelled, 
47cm cut width 

HUSQVARNA LC140s
Self-propelled, easy to use mower, suitable for somewhat smaller gardens. Equipped 
with a robust steel cutting deck and soft-grip handle. Further features include central 
cutting height adjustment and ball-bearing wheels.

Briggs & Stratton 450e 1.8kw, Self propelled - single speed, Cutting width 40cm.

HUSQVARNA LC153S
Versatile and tough self-propelled mower for large areas. Equipped with a wide, 
robust steel cutting deck and an ergonomic, soft-grip handle. Powered by a strong 
Briggs & Stratton engine. Further features include TrioClip, central cutting height 
adjustment and robust ball-bearing wheels.

Briggs & Stratton 650e Series, 2.3kw, Self-Propelled, Cutting Width 53cm 

€ 299 .99 € 599 .99

NEW

€ 374.99
FROM

TRADE IN’S 
CONSIDERED

Bring Your Old Machine for a 
Free Quotation

ALL

 Spring / Summer Offers - Available from CPH , Kilmallock Rd, Charleville / Ph: 063 81827



Handle height adjustment for improved 
user comfort

AFTech™ – the cutting deck, 
blade and chute are designed to 
produce optimum air flow for first-
class cutting results

Easy to handle 
collector for 
covenient removal, 
emptying and 
replacement

Central cutting height adjustment for 
easy and convenient setting

AutoWalk™ 2 – use either right 
or left hand to control the speed

High-specification engines from 
world-leading manufacturers

HUSQVARNA LC353
The LC 353 range has a durable design to last for many years. It 
features AutoWalk™ 2 for ergonomic and comfortable speed con-
trol. The blade brake clutch (Optional) allows you to engage and 
disengage the blade without starting and stopping the engine. 
All models create a fantastic cutting result and lawn appearance 
thanks to the AFTech™ technology: the cutting blade is engi-
neered to create an upward airflow as it rotates. This airflow lifts 
up the grass in order to create an evenly cut lawn.
All LC353 models come as standard with:
Briggs &Stratton 675EXI Engine, 2.6kw, AutoWalk™ 2, Cut width 53cm.

€ 799 .99

Blade Brake Clutch for crossing areas without 
grass, cancels the need to kill the engine. 

Models available with different features: 
LC 353V - €799.99 - Standard Model (No Electric Start or Blade Brake Clutch) 
LC 353VE - €949.99 - Electric Push Button Ignition model
LC 353VB - €999.99 - Blade Brake Clutch model

FROM

HUSQVARNA LC348V
LC 348 is a walk-behind lawn mower that creates a fantastic cutting result and lawn 
appearance thanks to its AFTech™ technology: the cutting blade is engineered to 
create an upward airflow as it rotates. This airflow lifts up the grass in order to create 
an evenly cut lawn. 
LC348V - €799.99 B&S 675e, 2.6kw, AutoWalk™ 2, 48cm cut width.
LC348VE - €899.99 B&S 675e, 2.6kw, AutoWalk™ 2, Electric Start, 48cm cut width

€ 799 .99
FROM

HUSQVARNA LC153V
Self-propelled, high-capacity mower for large areas. Equipped with a wide, robust 
steel cutting deck and an easy-start engine from Honda. Further features include 
TrioClip, variable drive speed and an extra large collector.

Honda, Self-propelled, variable speed, 3-in-1 Mulch/Rear Bag/Side Discharge 
Capable, 53 cm / 21 inch

€ 639 .99

All Special Offers valid while stocks last - Terms & conditions apply - Offer dates may vary - Trade In’s Considered 



HUSQVARNA 129R
Brushcutter 129R features a powerful 27cc engine. It is easy to start thanks to 
Smart Start®, intuitive controls and the automatic stop return switch – a feature 
that automatically resets to the ON position for trouble-free starting. Comes 
with combination guard, trimmer head, grass blade and a bullhorn handle for 
comfortable trimming.

129R - RRP €399.99 27.5 cm³ / 1.68 cu.inch, 0.8 kW, 5.21 kg / 11.49 lbs

Husqvarna build tools that are not only reliable, powerful and efficient, but also ergonomic, well balanced and 

lightweight. So whatever you are up to is a little easier on you and your body. 

DON’T BE STOPPED  
BY NATURE

NEW

COMBI TRIMMER 129LK
Multi-purpose tool that features a powerful 27cc engine. Easy 
to start with Smart Start® and easily equipped with a number 
of other pro-quality tools: blower, pole saw, cultivator, hedge 
trimmer and edger. Comes with Strimmer Attachment. Other 
attachments sold separately. 

HUSQVARNA 128C
Lightweight curved shaft trimmer, perfect for homeowners. Easy starting with Smart 
Start® recoil system and fuel pump. Strong, braided wire cable drive. Comes with 
easy loading T25 semi automatic trimmer head.
28 cm³ / 1.7 cu.inch, 0.8 kW, 4.4 kg / 9.7 lbs

€269 .99

NEW

€ 409.99

SAVE 
€60 € 339.99

Ltd Time Only

* Attachments sold separately

Available from April 11th 

Available from April 11th 

 Spring / Summer Offers - Available from CPH , Kilmallock Rd, Charleville / Ph: 063 81827



FREE 
WORK 

HARNESS 
INCLUDED

FREE 
WORK 

HARNESS 
INCLUDED

HUSQVARNA 135R
Versatile brushcutter, perfect for homeowners. Easy starting 
with Auto-return stop switch and fuel pump. The X-Torq® 
engine provides raw power and excellent fuel economy. Comes 
with double harness, easy loading semi automatic trimmer 
head and grass knife.

34.6 cm³ / 2.1 cu.inch, 1.4 kW, 6.8 kg / 15 lbs

HUSQVARNA 525RX
Powerful yet lightweight and comfortable brushcutter. Tough 
on grass and undergrowth, easy on you. The X-Torq® engine 
provides raw power and excellent fuel economy. Comes with 
double harness, easy loading semi automatic trimmer head 
and grass knife.

25.4 cm³ / 1.55 cu.inch, 1 kW, 5.1 kg / 11.24 lbs

€ 569 .99 € 519 .99

HUSQVARNA 122HD60
Husqvarna 122HD60 is a low noised and light weight hedge trimmer for domestic 
use with easy to use functions such as Smart Start® and adjustable rear handle.

21.7 cm³ / 1.3 cu.inch, 0.6 kW, 59 cm / 23 inch, 4.9 kg 

HUSQVARNA 226HD75S
Husqvarna 226HD75S is an exceptionally well-balanced and rugged double 
cutting edge hedge trimmer with X-Torq® engine. The robust design leads to 
long product life during tough use.

23.6 cm³ / 1.44 cu.inch, 0.85 kW, 75 cm / 29.53 inch, 6 kg 

€ 379 .99 € 619 .99

*Free Work Gloves worth €18.99 & Free Earmuff/Visor worth €54.99 with every 135R, 525rx, 543rs, 226HD75s & 122HD60 purchased during March-June or while stocks last. 

HUSQVARNA 543RS
Powerful, versatile machine for frequent 
trimming of thick grass and weed. 543RS is a 
bargain for landowners who want a robust, 
reliable and easy to use brushcutter. 
Equipped with a strong, fuel-efficient X-Torq 
engine and an efficient air filter that provides 
less engine wear and service. Trimmer head, 
grass blade and combi-guard are included.

40.1 cm³ / 2.45 cu.inch, 1.5 kW, 7.4 kg / 16.31 lbs

*Premium Husqvarna Double Harness Included

€ 599.99

FREE

BALANCE 
35B

HARNESS 
INCLUDED

FREE FREE

FREE

FREEFREE

Worth 
€73.99

All Special Offers valid while stocks last - Terms & conditions apply - Offer dates may vary - Trade In’s Considered 



*Limited Stocks Available, offer starts March 21st
** Batteries sold separately, range varies from €129.99 - €249.99 per battery. One battery fits all

Low Vib is a system that reduces vibration 
levels to the operator and lessen fatigue

Angled handle with 
soft grip

Sturdily built magnesium crankcase 
withstands high rpms and tough 
professional use, ensuring a long 
service life

Forged three-piece 
crankshaft means 

maximum durability for the 
toughest applications

Side-mounted chain tensioner makes 
chain adjustment quick and easy

Protective clothing that not only 
will make you work more safely.

Our extensive range of protective clothing, offering the latest 
innovations in design and material, will provide you with the level  
of protection and comfort you need to get the job done.  
Not only in a safer manner, but also simpler 
and – not the least – more effectively.  Find 
out more in-store or view the full range 
online on Husqvarna.com

        Combi Can with 
cutting edge design 
& features
Optimises fuel and oil ratio (5.0/2,5 
litres). Integrated tool box for 
frequnetly needed      
tools and spare parts. Overfill 
protection - cuts off filling 
automatically. RRP €49.99

NEW

CHAINSAW 550 XP

Husqvarna 550 XP® is developed for tree care professionals and skilled land owners. 
The saw has a ground breaking design and is loaded with innovative solutions for effi-
cient, convenient operation. Our unique X-Torq® engine technology provides more pow-
er where you need it, up to 20% less fuel consumption and 75% less exhaust emission.

550XP - €829.99 50.1 cm³, 2.8 kW, 4.9 kg, 15” bar length
550XP - €849.99 50.1 cm³, 2.8 kW, 4.9 kg, 18” bar length

€ 829 .99

CHAINSAW 136Li
Light, convenient saw with Li-ion battery. Tool-less, easy to start 
and with intuitive key pad. 36 V, bar length 30 cm, 3.0 kg excl. 
battery. Chain speed 12 m/s. 

€239.99 (Including Free QC 80 Charger) 
€369.99 (Including BLi80 Battery & Free QC 80 Charger)  

RevBoost™ is a feature that increases the 
chain speed for best limbing performance

HEDGETRIMMER 136LiHD45
Lightweight, comfortable and easy to use battery 
hedge trimmer. Perfect for trimming medium sized to 
larger hedges. The intuitive keypad and instant start 
contribute to fast and trouble free handling, and the 
low noise level allows you to work without disturbing 
the surroundings.

€209.99 (Including Free QC 80 Charger) 
€349.99 (Including BLi80 Battery & Free QC 80 Charger) 

Worth 
€95.00

Worth 
€59.99

FREE
CHARGER

FREE
BAR & 2X CHAIN

FROM*Free Spare 15”Bar & 2xChains 
with every 550XP worth €95.00 

while stocks last. 
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Power, performance and design to meet your expectations. Our range of 
chainsaws includes big saws and smaller ones, saws for felling and pruning as 
well as cutting firewood.

TAKE ON THE CHALLENGE

CHAINSAW 435
 lightweight and efficient all-round saw ideal for those looking for a chainsaw that is 
exceptionally easy to start and manoeuvre. Featuring X-Torq® engine for lower fuel 
consumption and reduced emission levels

435 - 40.9 cm³, 4.2 kg, 1.6 kW

CHAINSAW 236
Husqvarna 236 is ideal for jobs like pruning, lighter cutting tasks and hobby work. 
Easy to start and operate, with built-in Husqvarna features like ergonomic design, 
facilitating technology and powerful X-Torq® engine with low emissions.

236 - 38.2 cm³, 1.4kW, 14” bar, 4.4kg

CHAINSAW 560 XP
Husqvarna 560 XP® is developed for professional loggers and skilled 
land owners. The saw has a ground breaking design and is loaded with 
innovative solutions for efficient, convenient operation. . RevBoost™ 
provide instant high chain speed for extra efficient de-limbing.
560XP - €999.99 59.8 cm³, 3.5kW, 15” bar length 
560XP - €1,019.99 59.8 cm³, 3.5kW, 18” bar length € 999

CHAINSAW 450
Lightweight and efficient all-round saw. Easy to start and manoeuvre. X-TORQ® 
engine for lower fuel consumption and reduced emission levels. Equipped with fuel 
pump and Auto return stop switch for easier starting.

450 RRP €699.99 - 50.2 cm³, 4.9 kg, 2.4 kW

CHAINSAW 545 / 555
Husqvarna 545/555 is developed for demanding work by contractors and land 
owners. The saw has a ground breaking design and is loaded with raw power for 
efficient operation. 

545 - €799.99 50.1 cm³ , 2.5 kW, 15”, 4.9 kg 
555 - €899.99 59.8 cm³ , 3.1 kW, 18”, 5.7 kg

*Free Spare 15”Bar & 2xChains 
with every 560XP worth €95.00 

while stocks last. 

.99

NEW

€249 .99 € 399 .99

€ 799 .99

SAVE 
€105

*Discounted Price valid while stocks last. Ask in-store for more information

€ 594 .99
Ltd Time Only FROM

Worth 
€95.00

FREE
BAR & 2X CHAIN

FROM

All Special Offers valid while stocks last - Terms & conditions apply - Offer dates may vary - Trade In’s Considered 



UNDER  
THE HOOD  
THERE IS 
TOP NOTCH 
TECHNOLOGY

GPS ASSISTED 
NAVIGATION
An onboard GPS system creates 
a map of the garden, including 
where the boundary and guide 
wires are installed. Husqvarna 
Automower® will then know which 
parts of the garden it has covered 
and adjusts its mowing pattern 
accordingly. This will ensure 
optimized lawn coverage and an 
excellent cutting result.

REMOTE CONTROL
Automower® Connect gives you 
full control over your Husqvarna 
Automower® from wherever you 
are thanks to GPS tracking and 
connection via the mobile phone 
network. Among other things it 
enables starting and stopping. 
With the app you can also track 
your mower if stopped or removed.

 Spring / Summer Offers - Available from CPH , Kilmallock Rd, Charleville / Ph: 063 81827



WHEEL PLATFORMS
Optimized platform design for 
greater efficiency and better 
accessibility in different types of 
gardens.

TERRAIN/SLOPE 
PERFORMANCE 
Husqvarna Automower® can cope 
with slopes up to 45% (24°). The 
optional terrain kit accessory 
improves performance in certain 
conditions. The built-in slope 
compensation feature ensures a 
perfectly cut lawn, even on slopes 
and other challenging surfaces.

PROFILES 
Memories for groups of settings. 
Great if, for example, you operate 
the mower in more than one 
location.

SPIRAL CUTTING 
When it enters an area with taller 
grass than average, Husqvarna 
Automower® will work in a 
concentrated systematic spiral 
pattern to even out differences.

SPOTCUTTING
Start spiral cutting immediately. 
Great if you want Husqvarna 
Automower® to focus on a small 
area.

LARGE DISPLAY
High resolution display for 
comfortable programming of the 
individual settings.

BACKLIT KEYPAD 
For easier interaction with your 
Husqvarna Automower® at night.

REPLACEABLE TOP 
COVER
Possibility to personalize the 
robotic mower by changing 
colour of the top cover. Available 
as accessory in polar white or 
Husqvarna orange colour

CHARGE STATION PARK 
BUTTON
Calls the mower home to park in 
the charge station at the push of 
a button.

THEFT PROTECTION
Husqvarna Automower® is 
equipped with an alarm and 
cannot be used without the 
personal pin code. And with 
Automower® Connect you can 
also receive alarms and track its 
position in case of theft. 

RAZOR-SHARP BLADES
Sharp, pivoting blades cut 
rather than tear grass, as well 
as reducing noise and energy 
consumption.
 
DUAL CUTTING 
DIRECTIONS
The thin razor blades have two 
edges and the blade motor 
spins in both directions to 
maximize blade life.

INTUITIVE GRAPHIC 
MENU STRUCTURE 
Makes it very easy to configure 
Husqvarna Automower® to 
suit your garden and personal 
preferences.

ALL RUBBER TIRES 
Good wear resistance and low noise 
when running over hard surfaces.

DESIGNED  
FOR LONG LIFE 
High quality brushless motors, 
stainless bearings and rubber 
sealings ensure long-lasting 
functionality.

RUBBER BUMPER 
Protects the body during low 
speed collisions.

REMOTE START POINTS 
Allows you to start Husqvarna 
Automower® away from the 
charge station. Useful when 
there are narrow passages 
separating lawn areas, to 
ensure a uniform cutting result 
throughout the lawn.

SKID PLATE
Reduces energy consumption 
and helps keep blades clean.

REMOTE OBJECT 
DETECTION 
Your Husqvarna Automower® 
slow downs as soon as it 
senses a nearby object, 
reducing the risk of collision 
damage.

AUTOMATIC PASSAGE 
HANDLING
All Husqvarna Automower® 
models can pass through 
passages as narrow as 60 cm. 
Automatic passage handling 
also makes installation easier 
and reduces track marks.
 
WEATHER TIMER
Adapts the time spent mowing 
so Husqvarna Automower® 
works more in periods of strong 
grass growth and less in dry, 
sunny weather.

HEADLIGHTS
Effective LED light kit that 
allows you to see the product 
work even in the dark.

ULTRASILENT DRIVE 
Innovative motor design further 
reduces noise from the wheel 
drive system.

ELECTRIC CUTTING 
HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
Adjust the length of your grass 
with a simple push of a button 
on the keypad.

GUIDE WIRE
The unique guide wire offers 
a direct, reliable return path 
for Husqvarna Automower®. 
Selected models may also use 
the boundary wire to find the 
way back to the charge station.
 
SEARCH METHODS 
Several methods possible for 
the mower to find the fastest 
and most efficient way back 
to the charging station for 
recharging:

 + signal from the antenna in 
the charging station (reach 
0-7 meter)

 + follow guide wire (1-3 pcs 
depending on model)

 + follow boundary wire

EXPLANATION OF COLORCODED HEADLINES

ORANGE - soft features.  BLUE - hard features. 

See range overview on the next spread for model specific features.

GREY - features that all models have, not included in the range overview on the next spread.

All Special Offers valid while stocks last - Terms & conditions apply - Offer dates may vary - Trade In’s Considered 



SIX WAYS  
TO HELP  
YOU GET  
A PERFECT 
LAWN

AUTOMOWER® 105
Designed for smaller lawns. The 
compact size and low weight increases 
manoeuvrability in small areas. For open 
and flat gardens up to 600 m² with few 
obstacles. Handles wider passages and 
easier slopes. Also available in Polar 
White.

AUTOMOWER® 420
A powerful, full-sized robotic mower 
that is suitable for most gardens up 
to 2200 m². It handles all common 
challenges such as slopes, trees and 
bushes. Equipped with automatic passage 
handling, electric height adjustment and 
weather timer.

AUTOMOWER® 310
Offers improved uneven ground capability 
while still being compact. The built-in 
charge station antenna means great 
freedom of charge station placement. 
The replaceable cover makes it easy to 
personalize.For small to mid size gardens 

AUTOMOWER® 430X
The perfect choice for all, including 
highly complex gardens up to 3200 
m², with separated lawn areas, narrow 
passages, trees, bushes and steep slopes. 
Features automatic passage handling, a 
GPS-assisted navigation, electric height 
adjustment and a weather timer.

AUTOMOWER® 315
The automatic passage handling helps 
dealing with narrow passages while the 
weather timer automatically adapts the 
work to varying growth periods of the 
season.For mid size gardens up to 1500 
m² with several obstacles. Handles slopes 
of a more general character.

AUTOMOWER® 450X
The next generation in lawn care from 
the world leaders in robotic mowing. For 
large gardens up to 5000 m² with several 
obstacles. Handles challenging, complex 
and rough gardens with more than 
one passage and steeper slopes. Also 
equipped with Automower® Connect.

NEW

NEWNEW

Working area up to 600 m². Max. incline 25 %. 
Li-ion battery.

105                                                     €1,229.99*

Working area up to 1000 m². Max. incline 40 %. 
Li-ion battery.

310                                                    €1,729.99*

Working area up to 1500 m². Max. incline 40 %. 
Li-ion battery.

315                                                     €1,999.99*

Working area up to 2200 m². Max. incline 45 %. 
Li-ion battery.

420                                                      €2,499.99*

Working area up to 3200 m². Max. incline 45 %. 
GPS assisted navigation. Li-ion battery.

430X                                                    €3,099.99*

Working area up to 5000 m². Max. incline 45 %. 
Ultrasonic technology, headlights and GPS assisted 
navigation. Li-ion battery.

450X                                                    €3,699.99*

*Installation kits may vary depending on size & complexity of garden. Contact your local Husqvarna Automower dealer to arrange a free lawn suitability assessment

TRADE IN’S 
CONSIDERED

Bring Your Old Machine for a 
Free Quotation

ALL

 Spring / Summer Offers - Available from CPH , Kilmallock Rd, Charleville / Ph: 063 81827



AUTOMOWER® CONNECT
JUST ADD A SMARTPHONE 
AND YOU’RE IN CHARGE
Automower® Connect is a feature that gives you full control of the mower 
right in your smartphone. You can send start, stop and park commands, 
check and adjust the settings, and also receive notifications and track your 
mower’s position in case of theft – wherever you are.

YOUR HUSQVARNA DEALER CAN ASSIST 
WITH ADVICE AND INSTALLATION 
SERVICE
Consulting your Husqvarna dealer is always a good way 
to secure that you get the optimal model of Husqvarna 
Automower®. To secure maximum convenience and 
trouble-free operation we recommend that you also let 
the dealer take care of the installation. Overhaul and 
winter storage are also things that your dealer can help 
you with. This so you will be ready to mow as soon as 
spring arrives. 

AUTOMOWER® CONNECT
Automower® Connect enables you 
to remotely control, configure and 
monitor your mower with an app on 
your smartphone.  
On Husqvarna Automower® 
450X it’s standard equipment, on 
Automower® 420 and 430X you can buy it as an accessory and 
have it installed by your dealer.
 Control Receive status messages and send Start, Stop and  
Park commands to the mower from anywhere in the world.
Configure Brings the mower’s menu system to your smartphone. 
Read and change the mower settings without the need of being  
on site.
Security Receive alarm and track your mower’s position in  
case of theft.
GPRS based communication.

Download App available in Appstore and GooglePlay.

READ MORE AT  
HUSQVARNA.IE

2 YEARS 
CONNECTIVITY 

INCLUDED

AUTOMOWER INSTALLATION KIT
Installation kit that includes loop wire, cramps, 
splicers and connectors in different numbers 
and length, suitable for your garden.

Small €99.99
Medium €189.99
Large €289.99

All Special Offers valid while stocks last - Terms & conditions apply - Offer dates may vary - Trade In’s Considered 



PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT  
FOR PROFESSIONAL DEMANDS 
Your Husqvarna dealer can advise you on machinery and services that suit your needs. He can also 
supply you with Genuine Husqvarna spare parts, lubricants and accessories as well as adequate 
service and repair to keep your Husqvarna equipment ready for your next job. Our dedicated dealers 
provide professional services for your machines, to safeguard optimal performance and reliability. 
The Husqvarna dealer network consists of 25.000 locations worldwide, so we’re never far away.  

Keep your machines in original shape with  
Genuine Husqvarna spare parts.

Our product development always starts with you the user in focus, to make your  
work less strenuous and more efficient. This is also why every single part in a 

Husqvarna machine is rigorously tested to ensure it interacts optimally with all the 
other parts. This interaction produces the reliability and characteristics you have  

the right to expect from a Husqvarna while proper servicing and using the right parts 
mean your equipment performs safely, reliably and economically in the long run.  
Genuine Husqvarna spare parts allow you to get the most out of your Husqvarna.

We want you to get the best service possible. Your 
local registered Husqvarna Dealer is listed below. 
We are happy to confirm that Charleville Plant Hire have exceeded all the 
standards expected from them as A Registered Husqvarna Dealership. 

Copyright © 2016 Husqvarna AB (publ). All rights reserved. Husqvarna, Automower and other product and feature marks  

www.husqvarna.ie

KILMALLOCK ROAD, CHARLEVILLE, CO. CORK / PH: 063 81827


